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1.
Polish rock and rock and roll music is usually discussed from the perspective of sociological, historical, culture and literary studies, to mention only the well-known pioneering publications by Jerzy Wertenstein-Żuławski, 1 Przemysław Zieliński, 2 Tomasz Toborek 3 and Anna Idzikowska-Czubaj, 4 as well as the group of researchers attending the Unisono Conferences in Tułowice. 5 I have taken up the task of complementing this important research from the perspective of my own discipline, which for a long time admittedly considered the (broadly conceived) subject of popular music as only marginal. My research concerned the stylistic and generic features of Polish big-beat and the process of reception of the Western rock and roll music in Poland. The results have been described in my dissertation entitled The Styles and Genres of Polish teenage Music in 1957 -1973 Before proceeding to a discussion of the topic, let me define the key terms. "Big-beat" will be understood here as a widespread eclectic trend in Polish music from the late 1950s to the early 1970s, which encompassed a wide range of styles and genres originating mostly in rock and roll. Importantly, I do not treat big-beat as either a style or a genre in itself. This is a consequence, among others, of accepting the British musicologist Allan F. Moore's definitions of the terms "style" and "genre". You may be familiar with Allan Moore's claim that instead of the traditional hierarchical relation of style to genre (which he exemplifies with the works of Leonard B. Meyer, Franco Fabbri and Roy Shuker), we can describe genres and styles in popular music by placing them in a coordinate system which represents the positions of various musical phenomena.
7 In Moore's view, the terms "style" and "genre" refer to two aspects of the same music. Style refers to sound and can be described by means of techniques of music analysis. Genre is extra-musical and is best described by such related disciplines as sociology, psychology and history. From this perspective, the 1950s rock and roll can be considered as a style (for instance, when we point to the prevalence of the 4/4 time signature, the frequent use of 12-bar blues and stanza-and-refrain patterns, to characteristic arrangements including a tenor sax part, the central role of electric lead guitar and rhythm guitar, as well as the dominance of backbeat on the level of rhythm), but also as a genre (owing to its rooting in teenage culture, which determined its 7 This summary of the views of Allan F. Moore is based on his articles: idem, (2002) . Categorical Conventions in Music Discourse: Style and Genre, Music & Letters. Vol. 82, No. 3, pp. 432-442; idem, (1998 differentiation from earlier popular music, its social functions and its ethos -related to a more or less actual rebellion, as well as its visual aspects -the characteristic image and behaviour on the stage). Allan F. Moore does not recommend any umbrella terms for a comprehensive style-and-genre classification. In my descriptions I will therefore use the musicological term "idiom": the "idiom of rock and roll" refers to a comprehensive view of the musical phenomenon, considered from both the stylistic and the generic perspectives. My analysis of the process of reception of Western influences in Poland took as its starting point a model proposed by Edward Larkey, an American scholar focusing on popular music in German-speaking countries. Larkey distinguishes four distinct historical phases:
1. the phase of the consumption of new musical culture by a new audience; 2. the phase of local performers imitating the new solutions; 3. the phase of the de-Anglicisation of the imported music, of including new musical elements in the local bands' repertoires, and of replacing English lyrics with standard German; 4. the phase of the re-ethnification or re-ethnicisation of the new styles as independent hubs of creativity and innovation, and the movement against previously accepted traditions, now replaced by local dialects and by musical elements derived from local traditions.
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Commentators of Larkey's thought, such as Motti Regev, suggested the possibility of applying his model to the study of reception in other countries 9 . However, already initial consideration suggests that Larkey's model only has a limited application in the Polish context, especially with respect to purely musical criteria. This initial assessment has been confirmed in my research. Some of the phenomena pointed out by Larkey (such as the "re-ethnification") were not represented in Poland, while others, such as the consumption phase, had a completely different character. For these reasons, I proposed a different model to describe the process of reception of rock and roll and of music stemming from rock and roll in Poland. It is a model which, I believe, captures and explains a crucial process of transformation.
In the mid-1950s, rock and roll was virtually unknown in Poland. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, it was commonly known and popular. At first, few musicians performed rock and roll, but also this changed quite quickly and a cautious estimate of 1969 speaks of twelve thousand bands playing this kind of music. The music itself had also significantly changed by that time.
10 One of the first Polish rock and roll songs, written in 1957, was about… a cat playing cat music:
I am a cat, A musical cat, All the notes I pick up at once And this is rock and roll. (music: Marian Radzik, lyrics: Helena Kocznorowska).
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(By the way, since this song appeared in print, it was most likely also performed, but no recordings of it exist. Considering the naïve, childish lyrics and the rather uninspired music, it is not hard to guess why.)
Just over a dozen years later, Czesław Niemen presented an extremely moving setting of a text by one of Poland's greatest Romantic poets of the 19 th century, Cyprian Kamil Norwid:
The Earth stands still -and the depth of time, And all those who are still alive, Though not a bone shall remain on them, There will be people, as there are today...
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Between the trivial occasional nature of A Cat on the Keyboard and the grave vision of human transience in Niemen's Puppets, the process of the reception of rock and roll in Poland had already largely taken place, giving this music its local shape as a mature language of artistic expression.
I have distinguished three phases in the process of reception. Rather than being conceived as separate stages, these three phases form a continuum of gradual transformations, though each phase had its characteristic dominant features. For instance, the key features of phases two and three already appeared in phase one, but were still of minor importance at that stage. On the other hand, the qualities of phase one did not quite disappear in phases two and three, but were rather pushed to the margin of mainstream style-and-genre transformations. For the purposes of the present paper, I will illustrate the three phases with examples from the music of the already mentioned Czesław Niemen.
2.
The first phase in my analysis is that of direct imitation (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) , with which the process of reception began. It was characterised by the emulation of a rock and roll idiom more or less akin to Western models. Apart from imitation, another feature of this phase is the complex relation between jazz and rock and roll. One example of this, important for the reception of Western music in Poland, is William "Big Bill" Ramsey's concert at the Jazz Festival in Sopot (1957) , where Ramsey played mainly blues-related music (such as Louis Jordan's Caldonia and the traditional Goin' to Chicago blues, John Henry, Frankie And Johnny, St. James Infirmary) at a jazz festival, but all the same he was classified as a rock and roll musician.
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This complex relation is also evident when we begin to search for the first Polish examples of rock and roll music. The results of such a search will depend on whether we analyse the stylistic or the generic qualities of the music, or its overall idiom. Depending then on the accepted criteria, we could point to music composed and recorded by Jan Walasek (with regard to style), or to the songs In Arizona The first phase, as represented in Niemen's output consists, primarily of recordings with the NiebieskoCzarni band, with which he made his debut in 1962. In that period he performed popular twists as well as hits from Ray Charles's repertoire. Notably, however, apart from music of rock and roll provenience, Niemen also sang popular pop songs, which suggests that though rock and roll captured the imagination of the young Polish audience in the late 60's / early 70's, this fascination did not preclude the possibility of, and interest in, the performance of non-rock repertoire. The boundary was fluid. Individual pieces were often discussed in wider than the merely stylistic categories, and labelled as "Western" or "teenage" music.
The second phase -that of Polonisation (1963 Polonisation ( -1967 was characterised by Polonising the Anglo-Saxon models of rock and roll. It was in this phase that musicians put forward original Polish style-and-genre ideas which began to differentiate Polish teenage music from its Western equivalents. Most significant for this Polonisation process were: the appearance of songs with Polish lyrics, references to Polish folk music (or to music then considered as folk, such as the compositions of Tadeusz Sygietyński and Stanisław Hadyna), as well as the growing popularity of instrumental music without Polish-language content (which was, in my opinion, a defensive reaction on the part of those musicians who wished to come as close to Western style as possible, but were prevented from singing in English by the state's official cultural policies). An important aspect of the Polonisation phase was the institutionalisation of teenage music, evident e.g. in the flourishing of concert and festival life and in the growing presence of big-beat in the media.
Niemen's output includes numerous pieces that exemplify the qualities of the second phase very well. This concerns, first and foremost, songs of folk and quasi-folk provenience such as What time Is It, Mr bear? and Mother, Our Mother. It should be stressed, however, that Czesław Niemen was unique in that he relatively quickly began to write his own original songs, whose appearance and popularity already heralded the third phase of reception. I believe one could demonstrate that Niemen and The Beatles had similar significance for the formation of original rock and roll repertoire in their respective languages. Just as the popularity of McCartney and Lennon's productions encouraged other performers to write their own songs, so also Niemen's popularity (even though he rarely wrote his own lyrics at first) inspired other Polish musicians. In later years, that influence grew even stronger. Niemen began to sing the classics of Polish poetry, and then -started writing his own, high quality lyrics. In a culture space occupied by professional songwriters on the one hand and mostly unattractive amateur productions on the other, Niemen's songs definitely stood out. This is why we can treat the success of his Strange Is This World, sometimes interpreted as a protest-song, as the starting point of phase three in the reception of rock and roll in Poland.
Phase three -that of creative reinterpretation -was characterised by more or less successful attempts at transplanting the main qualities of Western style-andgenre repertoire onto the Polish soil, while at the same time filling these forms with suitable local content. In this phase, Polish teenage music in many cases reached artistic maturity, reflected in its influence on later generations of musicians. After the period of apprenticeship in the first two phases, of learning the Western rock and roll-based musical language, and after the more or less successful attempts to combine Western music with Polish-language lyrics, phase three produced works that in many respects could match the Western music of that period; works that certainly inspired Polish culture and became its living points of reference.
In Niemen's music, as I have already suggested, the breakthrough came with the song Strange Is This World, or, more generally, with the eponymous album released in 1967. In the following years, Niemen's music developed with lightning speed -from mature British Merseybeat (exemplified by The Beatles' Rubber Soul and Revolver) on his LP Strange Is This World, to increasing inspiration from Otis Redding and James Brown on his soul albums Success and Do You Still Remember Me, to elements of progressive rock on the LP Niemen Enigmatic, to hard rock on the so-called Red Album (Ungrateful Man I Am), to jazz rock with elements of free jazz, improvised avant-garde and poetic song in Puppets. The pace of these transformations can well be illustrated with Niemen's attempts to conquer the Italian market: in several months, he was transformed from a performer of songs by The Rolling Stones, James Brown and Blood, Sweat and Tears in local clubs into an artist who ignored the popular taste and treated his audience to such works as the Threnody In The Memory Of bem, much to the confusion of the accompanying dancers, and with long sax improvisations by Zbigniew Namysłowski.
3.
My research has allowed me to formulate several conclusions. Firstly, despite the socio-political and economic situation in the Polish People's Republic, and the resulting problems with access to recordings, sheet music and musical instruments, the reception of popular Western music was exceptionally fast. The distance between Western and Polish music productions also diminished quite quickly. While in 1957 rock and roll was still something exotic and probably misunderstood in Poland, ten years later it had already produced many original compositions, not only winning a prominent place in Polish popular music, but also entering into a dialogue with the contemporary achievements of British and American music. This is true, for Secondly, research into the process of reception has demonstrated that in the course of adaptation to Polish conditions, Polish rock and roll music diverged from its Western models -mostly with respect to genre characteristics. The style of a given musical idiom can be adopted and imitated quite faithfully, but the qualities of the genre (determined by cultural, historical, and social factors) are usually modified in the process of reception to suit local contexts. We can follow Allan F. Moore in claiming that the new musical qualities produced in this process, even if they are not widely accepted (and therefore functioning as a defective variant of the adopted idiom), may still develop into an original musical language characteristic of the given performer, and, given the right conditions, may also form an original local idiom.
Thirdly, my research has revealed those qualities of Polish big-beat that in my opinion differentiate it from Western models. These include close and unique links between Polish big-beat and jazz. Jazz music and musicians greatly contributed to improving the artistic quality of Polish big-beat by co-creating major musical works in phase three -that of creative reinterpretation. An excellent example of this is Czesław Niemen's collaboration with saxophonists Zbigniew Namysłowski and Michał Urbaniak (a later stage partner of Miles Davis), percussionist Czesław Bartkowski, pianist Jacek Mikuła and free-jazz trumpeter Andrzej Przybielski. Echoes of folk music also add to the originality of Polish big-beat, though admittedly such folk references were not always artistically very successful. The social and professional context of Polish teenage music in 1957-1973 also meant that the opposition between (counter-cultural, rebellious, independent) rock and (conformist) pop commissioning material from professional composers and songwritersseems irrelevant in the Polish context.
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